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This presentation contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements appear in a number of places in this presentation and include statements regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of the customer base, estimates regarding future growth in the different business lines and the global business, market share, financial results and other aspects of the activities and situation relating to the Company. Such forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially from those in the forward looking statements as a result of various factors.
Analysts and investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on those forward looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation. Telefónica undertakes no obligation to release publicly the results of any revisions to these forward looking statements which may be made to reflect events and circumstances after the date of this presentation, including, without limitation, changes in Telefónica’s business or acquisition strategy or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Analysts and investors are encouraged to consult the Company’s Annual Report on Form 20-F as well as periodic filings made on Form 6-K, which are on file with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
“Be market leader in providing and exploiting unique experiences. Using the power of TV, internet & mobile, to inform and to entertain.”
Creativity, Critical Mass & Consumer Needs

CREATIVITY
TRY EVERYTHING, KEEP WHAT IS SUCCESSFUL

CRITICAL MASS
FROM 1 TO 21 COUNTRIES

CONSUMER NEEDS
250 MILLION VIEWERS PER DAY!
Adoption Of Technological Changes

“Endemol aims to generate revenues with today’s technologies and to maintain flexibility to adopt tomorrow’s changes.”
The Natural Aggregator

“Television plays the role of a natural aggregator, giving the audience a ‘lead’ towards the possible usage of new features or services.”
Convergence vs Divergence

FORMAT: 1 against 100

- Int. Tv success
- Internet game
- SMS game
- GPRS game
- Gaming machine
Primetime to Lifetime

“Starting point is our powerful position on the television platform. From there we expand existing formats with other platforms, each with a specific business model.”
Changing Advertiser - Consumer Relation

“Our new applications will be addressing a different share of the consumer’s and advertiser’s budget.”

Year 2000: European advertising spend €128 billion

Source: FEDMA & Zenith Media
Expanding Experiences

Expand Creativity, Critical mass and understanding of Consumer needs

Adopt technological changes to directly generate revenues

Use TV as aggregator to provide consumers with lead to new applications

Enable existing and new formats with interactive products

Focus on quality of contact and effectiveness, from primetime to lifetime

Improve advertiser - consumer relationship by developing applications